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Vulcan XH558 This heading picture shows Avro Vulcan
XH558. This aircraft has no direct connection with BAHG
(although BLEU and Aero Flight operated a Vulcan each
as research platforms). 2015 is the final season for this
iconic aircraft, the last flying example in the world. Details
of where it can be seen over the summer can be found at
the Vulcan to the Sky web site (www.vulcantothesky.org ).
On the weekend of 27/28 June, in particular, there will be a
major flight each day, celebrating the V Force. Maps of the
planned route for this, and for later flights, will be
available on the web site.
Bedford Borough
As part of its efforts to achieve greater local recognition, BAHG is planning to present a
major display to the Borough about RAE Bedford and BAHG’s efforts to preserve its history and legacy. This will be
held in the Borough Hall in the autumn. It will not be open to the public, but we hope to make some special access
arrangements nearer the date. We are currently preparing our material. If anyone would like to help, please contact us.
Bedford Aircraft at RAF Museum Cosford
This museum already houses several former RAE Bedford aircraft
– P1A prototype Lightning (WG760), Fairey FD2 (WG777), Hunting 126 Jet Flap (XN714), and Short SB5 (WG768).
The museum has recently acquired two more: Kestrel XS695 and now Harrier
XW175, making it the largest collection of ex-Bedford aircraft in the country.
XS695 was not strictly a Bedford aircraft but was part of the UK/US/German TriPartite Kestrel Evaluation Squadron formed at RAF West Raynham in October
1964. However, XS695 has strong Bedford connections, operating, as part of
RAE’s “hole-in-the-wood” trials in March 1966 (see picture, right, neg B1874E),
alongside Bedford’s P1127 XP984 and Short SC1 XG900. These trials were the
first demonstration of the viability of flying into small clearings.
The other new aircraft at Cosford, Harrier XW175, should need no introduction.
Its story was recounted briefly in BAHG Newsletter Issue 2, Dec 2011 (available on our web site). XW175 arrived at
Bedford in Feb 1975, and moved on, with all the other Bedford
research aircraft, when the fleet was re-located to Boscombe Down
in March 1994. The picture left (neg B7453F) shows 175 after its first
major VAAC re-build at Cranfield in 1986. Its most recent activity,
initiated at Bedford and continued at Boscombe, has been the
development of unified control laws for VTOL operations, now
adopted for the STOVL variant of the Joint Strike Fighter (Lockheed
Martin F-35B). BAHG had hoped to be able to bid for XW175, so
that the aircraft could be kept in its spiritual home at Thurleigh.
However, despite promises, we didn’t get this opportunity. So, if
you want to see a grand collection of Bedford research aircraft, do
visit the RAF museum at Cosford.
Talk
Barry Tomlinson will be giving a talk about RAE Bedford to the Birmingham, Wolverhampton and Cosford
branch of the Royal Aeronautical Society which meets at the RAF museum. The talk will be on 17 September 2015, at
7PM, visitors welcome. Details via www.aerosociety.com.
VC10 Correction
should have been…

Thanks to reader Stu Buckingham, who pointed out that in the last issue, the VC10 link

http://www.vc10.net/Airframes/cn_825__gatdj_xx914.html Apologies to anyone who struggled with this.
Organisation Charts
In the last issue we made an appeal for organisation charts, showing Sections, people and
phone numbers. We have had some helpful responses, but would still like more, particularly for BLEU and NAD,
Please contact us if you have any you are prepared to donate or to loan.
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Some More Anniversaries
The last issue did not have space for all the memories we wanted to include. Here
are a few anniversary pictures from the ‘5’ decades (and one extra!).

In 1955, significant building work was still in progress, as
in this picture (B3003-Bk1A) of the NAD flush catapult
under construction.

The 8ft tunnel was being finished in 1955 (B3082-Bk1A) but
the 3ft tunnel was in full use.

In April 1975 - Buccaneer XK527 conducted the last trial
on Bedford’s experimental arrester gear (neg B3908H)

In 1965 tests were made in the 8ft wind tunnel on the
Super VC10 (neg B5753-Bk1A)

In March 1985, Lynx ZD559 arrived
(neg B6890A)

By 1991 had the battery gone flat?
(neg A6332)

In April 1985, RFTU Sea King
ZB506 made its first flight with its
new radar (neg B6969B)

Finally, 1995 was the momentous year in which DERA was formed (on 1 April, as usual in government circles!).
Harrier XW175 also received more modifications.
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